Fifth International Workshop on Camera-Based Document Analysis and Recognition

Co-Chairs: Masakazu Iwamura (Osaka Pref. Univ.)
Faisal Shafait (UWA)
» It is our honor to welcome you to the Fifth CBDAR

» CBDAR is aimed to provide an opportunity to researchers and developers from various backgrounds to exchange their ideas and explore new research directions

Welcome!
We would like to thank

- All participants
- Members of the ICDAR organizing committee
- CBDAR PC members and additional reviewers

for supporting this event

Welcome!
» First CBDAR in Korea, Seoul in 2005
» Second CBDAR in Curitiba, Brazil in 2007
» Third CBDAR in Barcelona, Spain in 2009
» Fourth CBDAR in Beijing, China in 2011
» Getting more popular to upload photos to photo sharing sites flickr Picasa

» New recognition services of scene text are available EVERNOTE Google goggles

» A huge number of real images are available Google books Google Street View

» Computer performance has been improved

8 years from 1st CBDAR
Dr. Kai Kunze (Osaka Pref. Univ.)
Title: Real-life Activity Recognition
- Focus on Recognizing Reading Activities

> 9:00-10:00

Keynote Talk
Participants

> 67 people
(32 from Industry)
» Papers
  > Submissions: 18
  > Oral: 7
  > Poster: 6

» Demos
  > 2 demos

Three reviews per submission
» Time: 9:50 (After keynote 1)
» Location: TBA
8:00- Registration Desk Open
8:45- 9:00  Opening
9:00- 9:50  Keynote Talk - Dr. Kai Kunze
10:00-10:30  Morning Break
10:30-12:00  Oral 1: Scene Text
12:00-13:30  Lunch
13:30-15:00  Poster & Demo (Bird Cage)
15:00-15:30  Afternoon Break
15:30-16:30  Oral 2: Camera-Based Capture
16:30-17:00  Discussion
17:00-17:15  Closing
Enjoy CBDAR2013!